
1. psychic Javion says this psychicpsychic can communicate with spirits, but I don’t believe him.
2. biology Do we have to take a separate biologybiology lab in addition to class? 
3. epicenter Cities hundreds of miles away from the epicenterepicenter still felt the earthquake.
4. central The novel’s centralcentral themes involve self-discovery by overcoming hardship. 
5. teleprompter The show host had to improvise when her teleprompterteleprompter broke.
6. apathetic ApatheticApathetic citizens don’t engage with their communities.
7. eccentric Braylen had eccentriceccentric tastes in music, with songs of every style on her playlist. 
8. telegrams TTelegramselegrams were sent using telegraph machines and Morse code. 
9. anagram Grandpa always plays the weekly anagramanagram word game in the newspaper.
10. graphite  Himesh’s mechanical pencil ran out of graphitegraphite.
11. telepathy  Alisha thinks telepathytelepathy would be fun, but Dario thinks it would cause migraines.
12. concentrate  How are you able to concentrateconcentrate with all of this background noise?
13. autograph  Sierra has a special autographautograph book, although it only has two signatures so far.
14. psyched  Ari is totally psychedpsyched about his favorite rapper coming to town.
15. mythology  This fantasy book series is heavily influenced by Chinese mythologymythology.
16. psychology  The psychologypsychology of criminal behavior is a popular topic for documentaries.
17. empathize  Kamren can empathizeempathize with April because he’s experienced similar things.
18. diagram  Ms. Velazquez explained the process of plant cell division using a diagramdiagram.
19. calligraphy  Aranza is practicing using a calligraphycalligraphy pen to write beautiful letters.

20. programmer  Seamus will learn to code at a summer camp hosted by a master programmeprogrammerr.

Review Words

21. illustration  Jiyu couldn’t believe the sheer detail of the cover’s illustrationillustration.
22. collision  There would have been a collisioncollision if we didn’t swerve to avoid the other car.
23. electrician  Dad hired an electricianelectrician so we could add power to the garage.

Challenge Words

24. psychiatrist   A psychiatristpsychiatrist might be able to help with anxiety and other conditions.
25. cinematography  The film’s stunning cinematographycinematography really enhanced its message. 
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